MR diagnosis of posterior root tears of the lateral meniscus using arthroscopy as the reference standard.
The purpose of our study was to determine whether tears of the posterior root of the lateral meniscus can be diagnosed using standard MR criteria of a meniscal tear in the presence or absence of an anterior cruciate ligament (ACL) tear. From a series of 559 knee MR examinations with arthroscopic correlation, we selected all 16 proven tears isolated to the posterior root of the lateral meniscus for retrospective blinded review, along with 45 cases of arthroscopically intact lateral meniscal posterior roots. The reviewers categorized whether there was a torn, possibly torn, or intact root based on three specific coronal and three specific sagittal image locations. When all possibly torn roots were considered as torn, the sensitivity and specificity for diagnosis of a root tear were 93% and 89%, respectively. The observers' overall diagnosis of a tear based on all images gave a higher combined sensitivity and specificity than if the diagnosis of a tear had been based on one or any combination of the three coronal and three sagittal locations. Root tears were significantly more common in the presence of an ACL tear (p < 0.0001), but the presence or absence of an ACL tear did not change MR diagnostic accuracy. The standard MR criteria of meniscal distortion and signal to the surface can be used to diagnose lateral meniscal root tears. The presence or absence of an ACL tear did not change diagnostic accuracy.